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Hong Kong can take pride in having one of the most efficient governments in the world
and one of its freest economies.
However, all that may come to an end soon when the government moves its
headquarters to the Tamar site next year or beyond.
The headquarters are currently situated on the backbone of the Peak Dragon trail, or the
right meridian spot that diverts from Victoria Peak. This powerful site radiates the right
energy.
But not so the new location.
The energy trail from the foothills of the Peak mountain range to the Tamar site is not
pure or concentrated.
Based on fung shui principles, it is a bad setting.
The Tamar site is a "zhu que (rose finch) sticking out its tongue ('朱雀
朱雀'吐舌
朱雀 吐舌),"
吐舌 which
does not augur well for civil servants.
We can only hope the administration does not end up being corrupt and incompetent.
The principal negative effects of such a site include:
1. A further deterioration in the trust between the government and the people;
2. An alarming decline in the working atmosphere that will see grievances build up
among civil servants to the point of animosity.
3. A deterioration in Hong Kong's relationship with the central government.
The orientation of the new site depends on the main entrance of the building. Let us
examine which direction would harness the best energy in a bad setting and which
would intensify ruinous bad energy.
It would be best if the main entrance faces the following directions:
West towards Sheung Wan;
Northwest towards Tsing Yi; and
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South towards The Peak;
The situation can only get worse if the entrance faces these directions:
North towards Tsim Sha Tsui;
North towards Lion Rock Hill; and
East towards North Point;
The government should take the potential consequences into account and design the
entrance accordingly.
Hong Kongers should also brace for changes, especially beyond Period Eight (20042023), as our younger generation will have to work much harder to stay competitive and
have a better life.
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